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Renewable vs. Non Renewable

Highlight the primary energy sources that are considered renewable

*Note: this doesn’t mean that it cannot ever be replaced, just that it 
won’t happen in any sort of useful time frame…



Energy Load Requirements

Energy needs to be available when electricity is most needed 
but should also be available other times as well.
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NIMBY

Not In My Back Yard
People like the idea of wind power, 
they just don’t want to see it…



Calculating the Wind’s Energy

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IB Physics Data Booklet

 P = ½ 
Aρv3

Area
[m2]

Air Density
[kg m-3]

Velocity
[m s-1]

(A = πr2)





Conceptual Meaning of Equation

 

If the wind speed is doubled, then the power is multiplied by a factor of

If the wind speed is tripled, then the power is multiplied by a factor of

8

27

23

33



Try This…
 

Given a turbine having a blade length of 12 m, and a wind speed of 
15 ms-1 find the power output if the density of air is ρ= 1.2 kg m-3.

What is the actual power output if the efficiency is 45%?

 

916 kW 

 412 kW 



Try This…
 

Air of constant density 1.2 kg m-3 is incident at a speed of 9.0 m s-1 on the blades 
of a wind turbine. The turbine blades are each of length 7.5 m. The air passes 
through the turbine without any change of direction. Immediately after passing 
through the blades, the speed of the air is 5.0 m s-1. The density of air 
immediately after passing through the blades is 2.2 kg m-3. What is efficiency of 
this turbine? 

 

 

 

31%



Sample IB Question
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Solar Power

The intensity of the Sun’s radiation arriving at the Earth is 
approximately 1400 W m-2. If the peak demand for all of Chile is 
about 10.8 GW (1 GW = 109 W), what is the land area required if 
we could capture this energy at 100% efficiency? If the area of all 
of Chile is roughly 750,000 km2, what percentage of the country 
needs to be covered with solar panels?

 .007%



Efficiency of PV Cells
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Solar Power

Issues
• Infrastructure to 

transport electricity
• Storage for non-sun 

times
• High up-front cost

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2IVTM0N2SE


Solar Power Intensity

Solar intensity depends 
on the latitude

Same Power
Different Area



This also affects the seasons



Calculating Solar Power

A photovoltaic cell has an area of 1.00 cm2 and an 
efficiency of 10.5%. If the cell is placed in a 
position where the sun's intensity is 1250 W m-2, 
what is the power output of the cell?

 

P
out

 = P
in

 x .105

P
out

 = 13 mW 

Efficiency

Intensity (Wm-2) = Power (in) (W)
                                  Area (m-2)

I = P(out)
      A x .105



Solar Heating Panel
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Storing Energy in Hydropower

If there is excess electricity, this energy can be stored by pumping 
water back up to the reservoir



Issues of the Renewables

• Storage
• Upfront cost
• Control over timing


